?A-S usual at this time of the year, we invite the kind fiends who put it into our power to make a distribution of useful gifts at Christmas to the patients in hospitals and infirmaries to start upon their good work 3,8 soon as possible. We know by experience that the appeal will be cheerfully and liberally responded to.
???here is no need to indicate the character of the articles tQost appreciated.
The nurses find that warm and serviceable garments of every kind are always in request, "while the more numerous they are the greater will be he pleasure afforded.
THE WANT OF MILK IN SOUTH AFRICA.
One of the nurses who has lately returned to South Atrica in the " Simla," writing to us, touches on a matter which has, perhaps, been somewhat lost sight of. ?he says that South Africa has suffered greatly during past two or three years from rinderpest, which aa carried off the greater part of the farmers' stock, so that milk, which is so necessary in enteric and dysentery, has not been plentiful nor easy to get, as at ordinary times. She Hospital, Sept. 15, 1900. ?were given to those who must be able to attend to them then the nurses' lives would not be so unscrupulously, sacrificed." This is wholesale slander, and, though some excuse may be made for the distorted vision of a writer who has lost a friend, or a relative, in the pursuit of a profession she hoped to adorn, it is sufficient to render her an untrustworthy witness.
ST. THOMAS'S NURSING HOME.
The following appeared last The oxidation that takes place in the body has two uses ; about one-sixth is devoted to doing work, the remaining five-sixths appearing in the form of heat. The heat is distributed throughout the body by the blood, and the regulation of the temperature is carried out to a great extent by altering this distribution. When heat has to be economised the blood collects in the deeper parts; when it has to be given off the blood flows to the skin. The body is constantly giving off heat; most escapes by the skin, but the breath also gives out a good deal. The regulation of the heat of the body depends upon a due balance being preserved between these two processes?heat production and heat loss. When the amount of oxidation is increased more heat is given off from the body, and when oxidation lessens the amount of heat given off diminishes; in each case the temperature of the body remains the same. So, when exercise is taken, though the muscles are called into activity, and oxidation is greatly increased, the temperature of the body is not increased, as the blood vessels of the skin dilate, the hot blood comes to the surface, and the extra heat escapes. As long as the air is colder than the blood this relaxation of the vessels and the consequent flow of hot blood to the skin will cool the body, as some of the heat passes out into the air; this radiation, however, occurs more in cold weather than in hot, and when the air is as hot as the blood the giving off of heat in this way practically stops.
It is the giving off of perspiration that assists radiation, and allows the temperature to be kept regular no matter how hot the surroundings. When But later on we were thankful we had all been done, as our hospital was soon full, nearly all being enteric cases, and I think I should not be far wrong in saying that this is about the only hospital in South Africa where none of the sisters nor medical officers has contracted the disease. I regret that I cannot say the same of our orderlies ; seven of them having had the disease, and one died of it.
There were three brick buildings already up on the site, but when we arrived they were full of refugees. As soon as other quarters could be found for them we came up and helped with the unpacking and checking of furniture, crockery, linen, &c. Mr. Mosely had brought out four large pavilions to hold twenty-five beds each, but it was decided that we were to be enlarged to a two hundred bed hospital, so the Government sent up material to build five more small wards for sixteen beds each, one of the buildings already up being turned into a small officers' ward of ten beds. All the buildings are iron and wood ; the four pavilions being lined with a pretty green canvas, and having a cosy little sister's sitting-room (besides a pantry, linen-room, and bath-room). " for a week in the tiny parlour of a tiny house. The children were permitted to run in and out " to have a look at poor mother to cheer them up a bit," as the aunt remarked, and all who came to the house were cordially invited to look at the corpse, already gruesomely changed. The presence of that body was strongly manifest the minute I entered the street door, and the relative was most incensed and hurt when I refused to look at it and told her how foolish it was to disobey the undertaker, who had remarked that the coffin should be closed as soon as possible. I tried to persuade her to have it done then, but she refused, thinking me no doubt a callous wretch, and the corpse was finally buried in a high state of decomposition on the ninth day after death. That the closing of the coffin should be left to the discretion of a set of ignorant and sentimental friends or relatives is a scandal which can only be put a stop to by law. In Germany; three days is the limit for the body to lie in state, after which the relatives are forced by law to have the coffin closed. So it should be here.
NURSING IN MILITARY HOSPITALS.
" A Sister of the A.N.S.R." writes from Netley : There is much indignation felt here by the Army Nursing Sisters and sisters of the A.N.S.R. at an article which appeared in your issue of August 25th. We conclude it has been written by a sister just embarked for South Africa, who had not had the courage to express her opinions and remain here. The article is in the worst possible taste from every point of view ; a few jesting remarks construed into honest opinions, the writer herself being the only one who grumbled at " the length of the corridors," "the early rising," or "need of extra time off duty," thereby willing to leave her patients for longer time in charge of the much-abused (by her) orderlies. Your Netley correspondent lives to reorganise, and "would wish to make crooked things straight which were meant to be crooked." I 
